THE 38TH BOMB GROUP ASSOCIATION (WW II)

SEPTEMBER, 2007

Hawaii is Waiting for You
Our 2007 Reunion is ready to launch on 18 - 20 September in Honolulu, Hawaii.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18: Registration in the Hale Koa Hotel Lobby 1100 to 1630
followed by our welcome dinner at 1800 (Aloha informal dress).
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19: The Pacific Aviation Museum, lunch at the Sea
Breeze. visit Pacific Air Force Headquarters Hall of Heroes.
Following the tours, a 1500 meeting of the 38th Bomb Group members at the Hale Koa.
The Evening will be free – on your own.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20: Arizona Memorial, drive through tour of Punch Bowl
National Cemetery and Historic Down Town Honolulu. Our Farewell Dinner at the
Hale Koa Luau Dinner Show.
Our 38th Bomb Group Meeting will include a discussion on where and when to have our
At Sea
pg. 3 next reunion plus other discussion points; so, have your suggestions ready.
Our Secretary/Treasurer Orland Gage continues to keep our finances solid by investing
The Biak Pits
pg. 4 our money. He does many other important support functions for the Association; such as,
maintaining rosters, collecting the dues and, posting the newsletters.
Leaving the Biak pits
pg. 7 Let’sth remember the great contribution Al Kennedy made to the Group by copying the
“38 BG WW II History and Pictures” on CDs, which were distributed last fall. They are
Palatial Morotai
pg. 8 a big help to David for the newsletter. We all owe Al a great big “ATTA BOY”.
th
pg. 10 The 38 BG Newsletter continues to be super. David Gunn with the help of Orland
Gage and Jim Thorne are doing a great job of helping to perpetuate the significant contriNovember Losses pg. 13 bution the 38th BG made in winning WW II. The 38th BG WW II history, 1941 – 1945, is
being captured in our newsletters. But he needs your help!! Read his editorial on page 2.
America’s First Guided
Our www.sunsetters38thbg.com website is one of the best on the web thanks to Tom
Missile
pg. 17
Behrens. Tom’s contribution to our association has been so significant that he has been
Project Legacy 38th BG awarded an “Honorary Friend (HF)” of the Association. Thanks again Tom

Ormoc Bay

Project Legacy 38th BG is a new effort to help perpetuate the history of the 38th BG’s
contribution to winning WW II. PLEASE SEE HOW EVERY ONE OF YOU CAN HELP
Reunion Packing Tips
ON PAGE 18.
.
pg. 19 OUR BOOK: see the report from Larry Hickey on page 19.
SAGA Report
pg. 19 In closing, let us all remember to say a prayer for our troops who are currently in
harms way fighting for this great country of ours. May they return home safely.
pg. 18

See you at

REUNION
2007
Honolulu,

See you in Honolulu, HI. 18 – 21 September 2007

Jack DeTour
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From the Editor -

September, 2007

David Gunn
Every issue of The Sun Setters has been an opportunity for me to
learn more about what the 38th Bomb Group did during the tumultuous
days of WW II. I have tried to share some of those things that are not
really appropriate for our columns with you on this page.
The Battle of Ormoc Bay is a significant event during the period of
our history covered in this issue. That battle was a big one-day event for
the 38th except for those men who didn’t get back to Morotai that
day.When searching on the web for information about this event, you
will find an overwhelming list of records about The Battle of Ormoc
Bay and virtually nothing about the 38th Bomb Group.
A search will lead you to innumerable records about the part several
U. S. Navy Ships played in “The Battle of Ormoc Bay”. Those records
cover events from November 11 to early December. Several ships were
sunk or suffered damage in this struggle which is noted as one of the
most important Naval battles of WW II and as a subsection of The Battle of Leyte Gulf. It was a struggle to keep the enemy from resupplying
and reinforcing his forces on Leyte Island where American forces fought
for possession against stiff resistance. For the Japs, it was a struggle of
great importance.
There is a “Battle of Ormoc Bay Association” in the U. S. which
endeavors to keep alive the significance of that struggle. I have recently
made contact with a member of that association to bring to his attention
that the Battle really started before 11 November and the part the 38th
played. He told me that he recently became aware of the events of 9-10
November and has written about them in the Association newsletter, a
copy of which he will send to me.
He lamented the proprietary claims by various military branches regarding such events, often ignoring or diminishing the contribution of
other branches of the military. In the years following the war, the claims
and results of various engagements have been carefully studied and
information from the files of enemy participants has been examined. We
know that our own Intelligence evaluations have been proven to be
wanting. But the significance of our efforts are part of our lasting heritage. We can still be proud of what we did even though claims made in
the excitement at the moment have been somewhat over stated.
I recently read the record of the interrogation of the Japanese Admiral
in charge of the Ormac reinforcing convoys, What we did and what others of our comrades did were small blocks all fitted together to eventually build up the final victory.
I also learned that the American ace, Richard Bong scored his 34th
kill in the skies above the 38th BG on that fateful day. He also scored a
kill in the skies over The Battle of the Bismarck Sea on 3 March 1943.
The last 26 years before I retired, I was employed by Interstate Electronics Corporation in Anaheim. Interstate Electronics was an offshoot of
Interstate Engineering which, in turn, sprung from Interstate Aircraft Corporation. The latter built small personal planes and trainers before the
war. But of greater interest, Interstate built the first guided missile for the
Navy. This highly secret development (classified until the 1950s) came
to eventual fruition in September 1944, during the period covered by this
newsletter. I had known a little about this before but studied it in detail
and have written about it. See page 17.
In the May issue in this column, I mentioned getting acquainted with
Bill at my barber shop. Bill had served with the 38th in France and I said
it was a missile group. Bill got in touch with me and told me I had erred.
He has told me that the 38th was flying B-26s (A-26) until 1955 when
they became a B-57 group. He said the Air Force was “giving away
those B-26s” such as to Turkey. Bill had never heard the 38th Bomb
Group and the 405th Squadron mentioned since he left the group at the
end of 1955 until he heard me talking in the barber shop that day and he
really pricked up his ears. No telling what you might turn up if you start
talking about the 38th Bomb Group.
I want to thank Orland who points me to interesting internet sites and
other items from time to time. Jim Thoren pulled together the Ormac
Bay file items for me to use in this issue. Give them an “Atta Boy.”
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THE WORLD AT WAR
The Allies were now capable of moving
large amounts of war materials and equipment to all fronts. The American industrial
capacity was at full throttle and pouring out
equipment for every front of the war. At the
same time, the Axis powers were experiencing diminished raw material supplies and
their industrial facilities were struggling to
stay in production as Allied bombers found
their targets.
In the United States, a Presidential election campaign was in full progress. Franklin
Roosevelt’s reelection was not certain. His
deteriorating health was being carefully concealed to avoid giving the Axis any comfort
or encouragement. But when the ballots
were counted in early November, Roosevelt
had been elected to an unprecedented
fourth term. The Allied nations were united
in their pursuit of victory.
As September 1944 rolled in, the Axis
armies were being pushed back on all
fronts. Production of needed materials was
churning at a furious pace. While those on
the home front were still concerned about
the safety of loved ones in the fighting, there
was a common confidence that the outcome
would be a victory.
In Europe, Germany was being pressured
on the west by the advancing armies under
General Eisenhower’s command in France
and Belgium. On the south, the American
Army was pushing north from the Gothic
line. In southern France, the Americans
were advancing on Lyon. The Russian armies were advancing from the east along a
broad front in Poland and Bulgaria.

FROM PITS TO PALATIAL
THE GROUND ECHELON GOES TO SEA

On the Western Front, the Germans
were still holding out in isolated locations
such as Brest. Brussels was liberated on 3
September and the Allies marched on toward Antwerp. The Belgium government,
which had capitulated in 1940, returned to
Brussels on 8 September.
Many elderly men and boys were part of
the ten million man German forces. But they
were in no way the trained combat force that
had launched the opening campaigns of
World War II. Eighty thousand Germans
were taken prisoner in southern France as
the Allies drove forward.
On 8 September, the first V2 rocket was
launched and landed on London. These
weapons were more deadly than the V1s
which British fighter planes could track and
shoot down before they reached their targets. During the next seven months, over

The move of the flight echelons to Biak had begun in late August by
the 822nd and 823rd and was essentially completed in the first week of
September by the 71st and 405th. The necessary ground support personnel and essential equipment for servicing the planes were moved by
transport aircraft when the Group’s B-25s could not handle the job. Many
of the personnel who were being sent home on rotation and some being
sent to the States on leave remained at Nadzab until the last moments
before being hustled on their way.
Records of the 405th tell of the pre-fabricated buildings that served as
the headquarters building and the mess hall being disassembled and
readied for shipment. Tent floors and other temporary structures were
demolished and burned in fires that lit up the night sky. One of the last
things to be packed up was the coke machine in the PX. A lively sale of
those cherished cokes and even several free cokes used up the remaining syrup and the machine was crated for shipment with the water echelon. The movie equipment was also crated for movement with the water
echelon.
The water echelon of the 822nd and 823rd boarded the SS W. W. MacCracken at Lae and sailed on 4 September. The ship proceeded to
Humbolt Bay (Hollandia) where it rode at anchor until the 17th. The food
served to the squadron personnel was very poor. Life was not at all
pleasant. They were restricted to the ship throughout their stay.
Their ship then proceeded to Maffin Bay where it rode at anchor until
23 September. Unlike Humbolt Bay, some of the men were able to go
ashore and mingle with the troops still engaged in fighting the enemy.
The ship left Maffin Bay in company with several LSTs and escorted by
Destroyers and arrived off the landing beaches of Morotai on the 27th
and again rode at anchor until the Squadrons disembarking on 9 October. Japanese planes attacked the ships and shore forces several times
but without any serious consequences to the 38th BG men. But they always reflect upon that experience with, “Were you on the SS MacCraken? Well brother, that’s when things were rough!”
On 6 September, everything for the 405th and 71st was on board the
SS Carl Barth at Lae which sailed on the seventh. The last of the 405th
air echelon flew to Biak on 6 September. Life at APO 713 was only a
memory. It had been a good home base for almost seven months.
After leaving Lae, the Carl Barth spent three nights at Finschafen,
two at Humbolt Bay and five at Maffin Bay. The men found that the chow
was the best they had eaten in some time. The crew members were a
congenial lot and the ground crews, who had worked many months without a leave, found the journey most restful. Orders for rotation back to
the States for some of the men caught up with the ship and the lucky
men disembarked from the Carl Barth to catch a plane for the embarkation port and to be on their way home.

(Continued page 4, The World At War )
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After pulling into the anchorage at Morotai on the 27th, the men of the
405th and 71st disembarked at the new base two days later.

THE BIAK PITS
Suitable space was in short supply on Biak for the flight echelons since
almost everybody had to be fitted into the narrow coastal area between
the cliffs and the ocean on the south coast. Space for the essential air
strips was set aside immediately, since the Engineering Battalions were
improving the existing Japanese strips. Because this was not a permanent station change, there was really no area assigned for the 38th
Bomb Group. The men from each squadron were assigned to what
space they could find, one squadron in each one of the 345th Bomb
Group squadron camp spaces.
Frequent Japanese raids by one or two planes took place at night.
These gave the new men in the Group a taste of war. A little ground hugging became a frequent exercise since fox holes were a little hard to dig.
Old bomb craters attracted a full compliment of men in short order when
“Washing Machine Charlie” made his presence known. The big thumping, ground-shaking noise of heavy antiaircraft weapons close by took
the new arrivals by surprise. It was a bit hard on the nerves for most
men.
Trees and tropical shrubbery, scarred by war, were everywhere, but
the ground, well, it was really a solid coral shelf. The digging of fox holes
was well nigh impossible. A bomb crater in the 405th area became a
bomb shelter to several of the flying officers whenever the air raid alarm
(three quick shots from an antiaircraft gun) was sounded. Very quickly,
the crater became over crowded.
One of the officers persuaded the flight surgeon to donate a couple of
bottles of “medicinal” brandy which he used to secure the services of a
nearby SeaBee outfit. A ditch digger and operator soon carved out several trenches in the coral - too many, in fact. Several men managed to
fall into these trenches when wandering around in the darkness. But the
foxholes got lots of use during the frequent enemy air raids at APO 920.
Generators provided a minimal of power for one light in each tent of
the various of 38th BG tent areas. A small mess hall was built but if one
didn’t get there early, a nearby log or stump provided a place to sit.
Everett Caswell, one of the new arrivals to the 405th, wrote of his
(Continued page 5, From Pits to Palatial )
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1100 of these weapons would be launched
against Britain.
By 15 September, the Allies had crossed
the borders into Germany near Aachen. In
just three months, the Germans had lost
over 700,000 men to the advancing Allies in
western Europe.
In Belgium the Allied front line ran east
from the sea to Antwerp and to the junction
of the Dutch/Belgium/German border. The
Netherlands was still controlled by Germany. The front line on the east was now
standing generally along the German border
from Achen and along the Luxembourg/
German border to the southern border of
Luxembourg and Germany. In the south, the
line was generally south from the Luxembourg/German border to the Swiss border
On 1 October, Marshal Petain, the World
War I French hero who had headed the
Vichy French government since France had
surrendered in 1940, and Pierre Laval, the
Vice Premier, were taken to Germany, since
the Allies were threatening to take over all of
France. Hitler was endeavoring to keep the
Vichy French government as a real entity.
On 2 October, Germany’s vaunted western wall, the Siegfried line, came under attack by American forces near Aachen.
Toward the middle of October, Hitler sent
word to General Rommel that he must end
his own life or stand trial for his involvement
in the plans made by a group of German
officers to kill Hitler. Rommel committed suicide on 14 October. Because of his place of
honor in the hearts of many Germans, Hitler
permitted a full military funeral for the great
Desert Fox.
It took much of October for British and
Canadian units to take Antwerp and to clear
the passageways to the sea so that Allied
shipping could make use of this important
port in the north of Europe. Repairs and
cleanup took most of the month of November. As the Allies opened the port again on
26 November, the Germans launched a
large number of V1 and V2 rockets against
the area to hinder the operation of the Allies.
The Americans eventually crushed all
German resistance in Aachen in the latter
part of October. The city had been reduced
to a pile of rubble.
On 12 November, British planes bombed
a Norwegian port and sank the German super battleship Tirpitz, twin of the Bismarck
sunk in May of 1941.
On 14 November, military units of Norwegians in exile, left England and landed in
(Continued page 5, The World At War )
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northern Norway to operate with Russian
forces now operating in the arctic north of
Norway.
In early November, Allied forces began
taking up positions along the western German border for a general offensive to reach
the Rhine River. Wretched weather loomed
over the western front.
For the next six weeks, Allied armies
pushed against German positions and
sought to cross the smaller rivers that lay in
their path to the Rhine River. The Germans
offered stiff resistance in places and at others, withdrew quietly under darkness.
Counter attacks by both sides led to
changes of ground control on several occasions. In general, the strength of the Allied
tide pushed the German forces back.
On 9 December, residents of the British
Isles received a great gift. They would no
longer be required to black out their premises when air raid alerts were sounded. This
ended the blackouts the British have endured for over four years.
As early as late August, Hitler had begun
developing a plan in his mind for an offensive which he first revealed to his generals
in late October. The plan was to launch a
strong offensive against the Allied forces in
the Belgium Ardennes Forest area with the
objective of retaking Antwerp and dividing
the Allied forces.
Some armored forces were to be transferred from the Eastern Front and Goering
promised an air cover of 3,000 planes.
Movements were made at night and often
with horses instead of mechanized tractors
pulling the guns. Vehicles advanced on
straw covered roads and the straw was removed before daylight. Low flying planes
along the front lines camouflaged the sound
of tanks moving into position.
By early December, the Germans had
marshaled 250,000 men, nearly 2,000 guns,
1,000 tanks, and 1,500 planes in position for
the offensive. Only about 80,000 men in the
Allied ranks were ranged before the German
forces.
A tremendous barrage exploded at 0530
on 16 December. The German armored divisions started rolling under stormy clouds. A
special force of English-speaking commandos, dressed in American uniforms, driving
captured American vehicles infiltrated Allied
lines. They changed road signs, cut telephone wires, blew up ammo dumps, and
spread wild rumors.
Although the ruse was quickly discovered,
(Continued page 6, The World At War )
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early experience upon arrival on Biak.
“As a radio-gunner on #1308, a B-25 arriving late one evening
on the last lap of our flight from Mather Field, California, to Biak,
New Guinea, I had my first contact with warfare. And it did not
serve to instill me with great confidence for I was not permitted to
see but only to hear and feel its effects.
“On the ground at Biak, tired and hungry, Operations said ‘we
unload it and we eat’.
“It was so dark, beyond belief. We had difficulty finding the
mess hall – and only 33 flying hours ago we were ‘Stateside soldiers’. The mess hall, a palm-thatched roof supported on poles
with an opening all the way around above the walls and one in the
low wall for entrance/exit. I also recall a pole in the center of the
entrance opening.
“My mouth watered – we hadn’t eaten in many hours and the
food smelled good. (Obviously we must have REALLY been hungry!) My mess kit was about half full when the clatter of gunfire
and engines’ roar was punctuated by loud, earth-shaking booms.
The cook’s eyes jerked upward, the ladle dropped from his hand,
he spun on his heels – and lights went out.
“In the blackness, human shapes against the background of
air-raid warning and weapon flashes, loud shouting. One word
stuck out of the cacophony – “Trenches!!” Apparitions leaped
over the low walls; others swelled to and through the exit openings in the low, braided frond walls. Machine guns’ loud chatter
sounded like stones falling into an empty steel drum. The earth
shook. Ack-ack or anti-aircraft guns, followed by ear-splitting explosions gave me reason to believe the others were right – the
mess hall was definitely not the safe haven I originally thought.
“Action followed thought – sprinting through the darkness for
where I last remembered the door opening to be, I found it – AND
the center pole! Unable to see me prone on the ground, others
collided with or fell over me. The din of warfare all about me, I
can attest to earth-shaking (from close personal contact), trembling men and the acrid smell of burnt gun powder. I saw no
bomb bursts, I saw no tracer in the dark skies, I saw no ack-ack
bursts, I saw no aircraft. YET it is written I SAW war.”
Water supply was minimal. Water trailers and Jeeps were hard to
come by for transporting water from the supply point 10 miles to the
east. A few water trailers were spotted in the tent areas but these could
not supply water for bathing. It was back to shaving and minimum washing from one’s helmet.
Rain was frequent and some of the men rigged the flap on one side of
their tent as a continuing extension of the tent roof with a low spot in the
middle of the edge of this extension. This made it possible to shower
during a rain storm in the water running off that side of the tent.
This was the most primitive camp since the advance units had rotated
to Horn Island from Charters Towers in 1942. But it wasn’t long before
one could hear the clinking of horse shoes and the cheers for a ringer.
The men settled in for what they knew would be a short stay.
Much of the area was littered with the remnants of the fierce combat
action that had marked the early days three months previous. Some of
the refuse was still dangerous. There were many cases of unused Japanese ammunition, most of them at least partially broken open, which littered some areas. Sgt. Henry, Statistical Clerk in the 71st Squadron,
stepped out the back of the 71st Operations Tent on 15 September, As
(Continued page 6, From Pits to Palatial )
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he turned to return to the tent he stepped on an explosive device (mine
or shell) which blew up and mangled one leg. He was due for rotation
home, having served in the organization for 32 months. He was rushed
to a hospital and later returned to the States for further treatment and
recuperation.
Most of the 38th BG squadrons had been re-equipped with the B-25J
models modified with a nose section carrying eight .50 caliber guns with
two packaged .50 caliber guns on each side below the pilot’s compartment before leaving Nadzab. This version was the most heavily armed
plane in combat during the balance of 1944 and 1945. The 822nd still
had most of its B-25G models but these would give way to the J models
soon. There were still a few of the modified B-25C and B-25D in the
other three squadrons
New combat crews were continuing to be assigned to the Sun Setters in September. The time given to practice flying for the new crews in
August was put to use on combat missions in September. With combat
mission schedules, less training time was flown during the month. New
crew members were mixed with experienced crews in real “on the job
training.”
More lectures by the Intelligence units provided new men and older
combat personnel with updated information on escape procedures for
downed crews and survival strategies. The Air Force 2nd Emergency
Rescue Squadron (2nd ERS), with PBY 5 Catalinas had been assigned to the area to cover AF missions, augmenting the Aussie and
Dutch rescue units. This was a much welcomed addition for those flying
missions.
As the new crews came in, the oldest combat crews were being sent
home. Their positions as flight leaders and squadron leaders were filled
by men who had joined the Group more recently. This also meant promotion to higher rank for many men, both officers and enlisted men,
which boosted unit morale. New ground crew personnel were also arriving to boost the morale of the enlisted ground personnel as old timers,
having been in the outfit for what seemed like an eternity, were sent
home. This opened up promotion opportunities for those remaining.
Thomas King, of the 822nd Squadron, recalled that in late September,
“I had finished my combat duty and was ‘grounded’ because
of ‘combat fatigue’ awaiting orders to return to the states. I had
always wanted to fly an A-20 aircraft but had never had the
opportunity. My good friend Harold Popham, formerly of the
822nd, was acting as an instructor in another outfit, and he told
me one day that he would unofficially take me up in an A-20.
“I piloted it and he stood behind me (the A-20 was a oneseater). Everything was fine until we were ready to land and we
couldn’t get the wheels down.
“Finally, after unsuccessfully exhausting all means of lowering the landing gear, we bellied in with Pop sitting in my lap because we were afraid the prop might throw pieces through the
fuselage where Pop was standing. After sliding several hundred feet we couldn’t get the hatch open until the ground people opened it.
“I immediately disappeared in the crowd as I was afraid of
being court-martialed or told to fly combat again (since I was
officially grounded).”
From Biak, the 38th would operate over a broad range to the south,
the west, and to the northwest. Japanese bases were targets for the
Sun Setters. This included sweeps along several island coasts gunning
for small shipping which was endeavoring to move supplies to Jap
(Continued page 7, From Pits to Palatial)
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a degree of panic resulted in extreme suspicion in the Allied forces in the battle zone.
Hundreds of roadblocks were set up quickly.
The occupants of every vehicle were questioned about American comic book characters, details about American celebrities, the
baseball league. Even General Bradley was
meticulously interrogated at three checkpoints as he moved along a road in the sector.
The bad weather which helped the German offensive hindered the Allies who could
not call up air support.
Eisenhower ordered all available armored
forces into the sector. Units newly arrived in
England were rushed across the channel
without proper clothing or equipment and
thrown into breaches with scanty preparation. The 82nd and 101st Parachute Divisions
were thrown into the fray. The 101st moved
to Bastogne where they, with elements of
the 9th and 10th Divisions, held the position
valiantly though surrounded by the Germans.
On 22 December, the weather broke in
favor of the Allies. German lines of communication fell into confusion with the devastating bombing by Allied fighters and bombers.
By 25 December, the leading Panzar
Army slowed in exhaustion. The frontal
forces of the attack were running out of fuel
and other supplies. They were forced to go
on the defensive 60 miles from their starting
point.
Hitler’s Generals had asked for authorization for withdrawal as early as 22 December. As was his pattern on the eastern front,
the request was denied. Instead of a timely
withdrawal, the German troops were forced
to retire under pressure, resisting at every
point, and suffered useless losses.
As December 1944 ended, the Allied
forces were beginning to reassert their
domination of the struggle. The New Year
began to look much better.
t

THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN
Allied units crossed the Arno River on 1
September, pursuing the retreating Germans. On the eastern end of the line, the
British began pounding the German defenses along the Gothic line north of Florence on 12 September. On the 22nd, the
Allies breached the Gothic line, pushing the
Germans before them.
By 1 October, the Allies were mounting
an attack offensive against Bologna.
The Germans continued to offer determined
(Continued page 7, The World At War )
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resistance as they slowly withdrew. They
made strong points in ravines and on hills to
hinder the Allied advances. Toward the end
of October, the weather plagued the Allies.
On 15 November, a general strike in Turin took the Germans by surprise. In late
November, the weather again gave the Germans some relief from the pursuing Allied
forces.
On 3 December, the British opened an
offensive from the eastern end of the line
toward Bologna. Units of the Free Polish
Army and Canadian units were operating
with the British command.
The war on the Italian front had become a
secondary operation after operation Overlord landed the Allied forces on the coast of
Normandy. Its importance was largely to
keep a sizable German army in Italy, unable
to be redeployed to the western front.

THE EASTERN FRONT
Bulgaria had occupied Yugoslavia and
the northern part of Greece in its alliance
with Germany. It had declared its neutrality
with Russia early in the war but was in reality at war with Great Britain and the U. S. It
had little war experience until 1944 when
American planes began bombing targets in
Bulgaria.
As Russia approached its borders, Bulgaria sought to gain assistance from the U.
S. Pleas were ignored.
In the first week of September, the Russians reached the Bulgarian/Yugoslavian
border on the Danube near the Iron Gate.
They had nearly a million men, one motorized army, and one air army marshaled
against hardly half that number in the opposing German forces.
When they declared war, the Bulgarians
could only capitulate. The loss of Bulgarian
oil was of serious consequences to the German military operations in the future.
The Germans began preparing to evacuate from the Grecian islands. British and
American planes began heavy bombing of
the rail line the Germans needed to carry
out that withdrawal.
In the far north, the Finns had finally accepted the fact that further alliance with Germany was no longer feasible. On 4 September, they ceased fire on all fronts and sent
emissaries to negotiate with Russia.
The Russians stepped up the tempo of
their attacks in the Baltic countries. On 16
September, they launched an offensive into
Estonia and Lithuania intent on isolating the
German forces in Latvia in the north.
In the later part of September, Russian
(Continued page 8, The World At War )
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troops essentially isolated by the rapid forward movement of the Allies.
The Allied base established near Sansapor on Middleburg Island provided an advance point for topping off gas tanks when missions were
flown to the northern Celebes Islands.
Since the 822nd and 823rd had moved to Biak in late August, they
were flying missions right from the first of September, usually in conjunction with the 345th Bomb Group. The enemy bases within range of
the island of Morotai received a lot of attention in early September. Most
of the old timers were convinced that the Allied forces would land on
Morotai shortly and that it was to become the new home for the 38th
BG. The island was just off the north tip of Halmahara and within range
of the southern Philippine Islands.
The 405th and 71st Squadrons began flying missions by the end of the
first week of September. In mid September, some of the planes were
fitted with tanks and equipment for spraying DDT along the southwestern coast of Morotai. This would kill most of the mosquitoes which would
be greatly appreciated by the troops that would be landing and by those
who would soon set up the new base facilities. Only the southwestern
part of the island was to be developed into a base which would be protected by an Army perimeter to keep the few Japs remaining on the island from causing trouble. The landing took place in mid month with little
opposition.
By the end of the month, the experienced pilots were complaining that
the new planes were slower than the older planes that had been taken
away. They also complained of yawing which was most evident when
trying to fly a radio compass heading. There was also some concern
about the strength of the nose section with those eight .50s spouting so
much lead. These complaints were to lead to special tests in the near
future.
As the month closed, most of the men were taking the frequent night
raids in stride. The primary complaint was that they interrupted the movies too often. Sometimes they occurred late in the night and interrupted
sleep before flying a long mission.
Two 405th planes with six men on each failed to return from barge
sweeps in early October. This was the largest number of men lost in one
month by the Squadron for some time. It cast a shadow over the whole
squadron.
Throughout the 71st and 405th, several ground crew men were rotated
home after more than 30 months of overseas service, having been part
of the original group going to Australia. This gave some additional hope
to the ground personnel who had been overseas for so long. New crews
continued to dribble in as well as new ground personnel. There were
also promotions to fill the advanced ranks of those who had been rotated home. This did help to keep morale at a reasonable level.
Barge and shipping sweeps were flown throughout the first half of the
month. Unpredictable tropical weather caused several missions to be
aborted before the planes could reach the target or even cancellation
before takeoff of planes sometimes already loaded and with crews
standing by for the words, “Start your engines”.

AIRMEN BEGIN LEAVING THE BIAK PITS
But with the news of the water echelon having landed on Morotai,
combat activity from Biak began to slow down. The planes and crews
from the 71st and 823rd moved to Morotai in mid October and immediately began flying missions to the Philippines as well to the Celebes Islands. There was no relief from the night bombing attacks by the Japanese on Morotai.
These missions were flown to keep Japanese air bases inoperable
during the time of the Allied landing on Leyte on 17 October. Bases on
Mindanao, Cebu, and Negros Islands were bombed and strafed.
(Continued page 8, From Pits to Palatial)
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One of the missions at the end of the month hit San Roque air base at
Zamboanga on the southwestern tip of Mindanao.
One plane was hit over the target caught fire and managed to ditch
over the water. Four of the crew of six managed to evacuate the plane
and were shot at by Jap gunners until their firing was suppressed by
covering P-47s. The four were rescued by a Navy PBY-5 rescue plane
which landed and threw a line over for the men to grab onto as it taxied
past them while under fire from shore emplacements. The men were
pulled on board and returned to Morotai. They required extensive treatment because of their burns.
The 405th Squadron report for the month of October noted that Captain Maurer had reported to higher command on several items that had a
deleterious affect on combat crew morale. He took notice that air crews
in other theaters received far more awards than the attack crews in the
Fifth Air Force were receiving. He said, “Everyone can’t help noticing our
veteran airmen returning to the United State with 60 or 70 or more missions with one air medal or two. . . when our airmen return they look as if
they have done very little in the all out effort.” Maurer called for a change
of standards in the point system so that awards were made on a more
equitable basis. He further noted that awards were very slow in being
passed down for actual award and called attention to some that were
over a year already in being awarded to the deserving combat crew
men.
Maurer also called attention to the fact that the new B-25J models
were noticeably under powered with all the improvements that had been
loaded onto them. He called for the planes to be strengthened and reinforced in the nose section because the firing of the eight .50 caliber guns
caused significant stress problems in the nose section. He called for several other improvements needed to assure optimal performance of the
crews. The nose section problem was eventually rectified, at first by the
squadron maintenance personnel and later at Townsville prior to delivery
for service.
His sharpest words focused on the lack of training of the new pilots
being sent to the theater. He noted that several pilots had never had any
time or training in B-25s and that the mission schedules were so heavy
there was inadequate time to train these men to become proficient pilots.
Planning for the move to Morotai by the 405th and 822nd was in full
swing by the middle of October. Much of the equipment that was not essential to plane maintenance and flying was moved forward by C-47s.
Combat operations were few after mid October although some practice
flying was done. Toward the end of the month men began loading assigned aircraft with items to be transported to the new base keeping only
the basics in their tents. The actual move date was postponed several
times. On 25 October, the 405th and 822nd air echelons moved just off
shore from Biak to Owi Island, still waiting for facilities at Morotai to be
made ready to receive their planes.

SETTING UP CAMP AT PALATIAL MOROTAI

On 29 September, the 71st and 405th water echelons debarked from
the Carl Barth and began setting up the squadron camp sites in th 38th
BG area. It was not until 9 October that the 822nd and 823rd water echelons could stretch their legs in their new camp areas. The Group area
was east of the fighter and bomber strips with selected areas for each
squadron. The location was in a coconut grove and advantage of the
shade was considered when tent spots were assigned. Some brush
clearing was required but the location was considered to be about the
best that any had experienced during their overseas assignment.
Fox holes had to be dug and this was difficult since a coral base underlaid the thin layer of soil. The holes were not very deep and were covered by a course of coconut trunk logs with a layer or two of sand bags
filled with the excavated dirt/coral. At least it was a place to crawl into if
(Continued page 9, From Pits to Palatial )
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forces moved to the Hungarian/Bulgarian
border. Further to the south, they penetrated
into Yugoslavia to the capitol of Belgrade.
Part of the incentive was to cut off the line of
retreat by the Germans from the Grecian
area.
Serbia was still controlled by the Germans but the partisan groups in Yugoslavian/Serbian zones were a constant irritation.
Marshal Tito had led a strong and effective
resistance movement.
By 14 September, the Russians were
approaching the suburbs of Warsaw in Poland. But the Polish patriots who had staged
an uprising in Warsaw were forced to surrender to the Germans. In the rubble of
Warsaw lay the bodies of 250,000 of their
number. The Russians had not aided the
patriots for their own reasons.
Further to the south, the Bulgarian and
Russian troops were moving into Hungary
side by side. They attacked the German
strong points. The Germans replaced the
Prime minister of Hungary with a more cooperative puppet on 15 October.
On the southern front Russian and Tito’s
partisans were converging on Belgrade in
mid-October. By 16 October, they were engaged in street fighting in the city.
On 18 October, the Russian army had
penetrated into Czechoslovakia.
The Russians were continuing to press
forward in Lithuania toward the Baltic coast
which they reached on 10 October and then
turned south and west toward the Prussian
border. They had succeeded in isolating the
German Army Group North, encircling them
on 16 October.
In the far north, the Russians penetrated
into Norway, taking the important port of
Kirkenes on the Barents Sea. They joined
the Norwegian forces in exile who landed in
northern Norway on 14 November.
In the far south, the Bulgarian army announced on 9 December that Bulgarian and
Yugoslav armies had completed the occupation of Serbia and Macedonia. They had
been supported by Russian air force planes
which outnumbered the German air force
planes by four to one.
By the end of December, Russian forces
had surrounded Budapest. Shortly after
Christmas, the Russians sent emissaries
toward the city to negotiate the surrender of
the city without useless bloodshed. Unfortunately and probably by mistake, they were
killed as they approached the German
trenches in the outskirts of the city on 29
(Continued page 9, The World At War )
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December. Bloody street fighting erupted in
the city.
On 31 December, the new Hungarian
government, under sponsorship of the Russians, declared war on Germany.

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
On 1 September, the Allies had been
bombing German air bases and other targets in Greece. The Germans began preparing to leave the area. By late September
their Croat forces had crumbled under the
attacks of partisan armies.
British paratroops landed at Axoras on 23
September on the northwestern coast of the
Peloponese Peninsula which would provide
a good airbase for Allied operations in the
region. The British landed on the Grecian
mainland on 5 October. Corinth was soon
occupied by the Allied forces and the Germans retreated northward. Athens was deThe foxholes at Morotai would get a lot of use.
clared an open city, thus escaping the devastation of war that left so many old cities
bombers were coming too close. As the air echelons arrived, their patpiles of rubble.
By the end of October, Grecian partisans tern of building followed that which had already been started.
Because of the coral strata, sanitation shortly became a significant
had joined the British forces and the Gerproblem.
Milton Brogley recalled that,
mans had left Salonica in northern Greece.
All of Greece was free except for some of
“The Executive Officer and First Sergeant instructed me to blast
the small islands, some of which held out
holes for two latrines and a garbage pit. I had had a little service
until the end of the war in May 1945.
instruction on blasting explosives, something like a day or so in
In late November, Tito agreed that the
school. Nevertheless, I began the blasting of the solid coral rock for
Allies could use some of the ports and airtwo latrines. When the Executive Officer came by to determine my
fields in Yugoslavia temporarily.
progress I explained how difficult it was for me and the men to
In early December, Grecian Communists
make two holes and suggested making one large latrine to accomStaged an uprising in Athens which the Britmodate both officers and enlisted men. He agreed so as a conseish military quickly crushed on orders from
quence one large ‘32 Holer’ was built, 16 back-to-back.
Churchill. The Russians honored their pact
“With my limited knowledge of blasting, my blasts went straight
with the U. S. and Great Britain by withdrawup
throwing rocks a good distance. Some of those rocks peneing all support of the Communists in
trated the tents near by. Obviously, no one was tarrying in the tents
Greece.
while ‘Fire-in-the-Hole’ Brogley was about his business.”

CHINA, BURMA, INDIA

In early September, Chinese forces operating from the northern Burmese/Indo Chinese border area, were mopping up in their
conquest of an important staging point on
the old Burma Road. They had taken heavy
casualties.
Allied engineers in north Burma began
construction of a road to link Myitkyina,
which they had wrestled from the Japs in
late July, to the old Burma Road to the
southeast.
British headquarters in India ordered the
opening of an offensive in central Burma
toward Mandalay, the head of the Rangoon/
Mandalay railroad. On 19 October, the British occupied Mohnyin when the Japs abandoned their large ammo and supply depots
on the road to Mandalay.
(Continued page 10, The World At War )

An excellent beach was not far away. Some of the tents were erected
over wood floors. Soon auxiliary P-38 gas tanks were scrounged from
the dump and mounted on towers as water tanks for showering in front
of some tents. It was not difficult to find a tank truck driver who would
drive through the camp and fill the tanks for a small bit of remuneration.
A few weeks later, an order came down that all the P-38 auxiliary
tanks had to be turned in to be made into napalm bomb tanks. Tanks
were replaced with anything scrounged from the dump that would hold
the water.
By the end of the first week in November, the Group was all together again at Morotai. All the U.S. forces in the area listened intently
to the news of the progress of the landing on Leyte. The Japs were putting up a stiff defense. Major Naval engagements were pitting the
strength and strategy of the U. S. Admirals against those of the Japanese. The enemy was bringing reinforcements and supplies to the island from Luzon to the north.
On 1 November, Lahug airdrome, five miles north of Cebu City on the
island of that name was bombed. The promised fighter cover failed to
( Continued page 10, From Pits to Palatial )
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Attack on Lahug Airdrome near Cebu City
appear. The Sun Setters made a north-to-south attack on the base.
Parked planes, buildings and other facilities we bombed and strafed.
Intense anti-aircraft fire over the target damaged several planes. Several
Jap fighter planes did appear, engaging some of the B-25s but not aggressively.
One plane was forced to ditch in the harbor. The crew was seen to
have survived the ditching and exit the plane. The Japs put up so much
flack and artillery and the enemy fighter planes menaced the rescue
Catalina so much that it could not get into the harbor. No further word
was ever heard from the crew.
Another plane damaged over the target limped away toward Tacloban, the newly activated U. S. air strip on Leyte. It was escorted by another Sun Setter B-25. As the two planes reached the east coast of
Leyte, they were forced to circle past an air raid on American ships east
of Dulag. The damaged plane with an injured gunner made it to Tacloban but the escort plane was downed by “Friendly” Navy firing; all men
were rescued and returned to the 38th BG.

THE BATTLE OF ORMOC BAY
On the evening of 9 November, Bomber Command sent orders for the
38th to launch a maximum force mission to the vicinity of Ormoc Bay of
the west side of Leyte on the morning of 10 November. A large Jap convoy, several transports escorted by a large number of Destroyers
and Destroyer Escorts from Manila, was approaching Leyte. It had been
attacked by four 345th BG planes, operating from Tacloban base on
Leyte in the late afternoon of the ninth. It was important that the convoy
not put its cargo of supplies and men ashore. All four squadrons were
now together on Morotai and would participate in the attack.
The Squadrons were briefed; the attack was to be made from the surrounding hills across Ormoc Bay. The 822nd was to lead the attack with
the 405th and the 71st following, and the 823rd making the last attack. The
squadrons would break into flights of two planes and the leader of each
flight would pick the targets - primarily the transport ships. Heavy defensive ack-ack was anticipated and several Jap air bases within range
could be expected to launch cover for the convoy.
The ground crews spent the night making sure the right bomb loads
were hoisted into the bomb bays. Gas tanks and ammo boxes were fully
loaded. Before daylight on 10 November, crews were awakened, last
minute instructions were given and the crews were transported to their
planes.
The planes took off at approximately 0800 and formed up over Morotai with their promised P-47 fighter cover. As the formation came within
(Continued page 11, From Pits to Palatial )
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In late October, military operations in
Burma were divided between the Indo/
Burma sector, and the Chinese sector, temporarily under command of General Chennault. At the end of October, General Wedemeyer took over command of American
forces in China and was responsible for air
operations in China, Burma, and the far
western Pacific.
Under pressure from the British for several weeks, the Japs finally decide to withdraw from their base on the north Burma
coast at Akyab in late December. The British intend to make this a major base for operations in central Burma.
To the east, Chinese forces had exerted
pressure on Japanese positions in the vicinity of Bhamo. In mid-December, they finally
forced the encircled Japanese to abandon
the city; most of them escaped by filtering
through the Chinese lines.
In central Burma, the British units kept
pressuring the Jap positions in the north
along the railroad to Mandalay. At some
points, the British found their objectives already abandoned by the enemy while at
others, there was stiff resistance which delayed them for several days.
But the inexorable advance of the Allies
continued pushing the Japanese south toward Rangoon as 1944 drew to a close.
In China, relations with Chiang Kai-shek
were almost as much of a problem as the
Japanese. Chiang blamed FDR and Stilwell
for losses of territory in southeastern China.
In early October, Stilwell was relieved from
his position as Chief of Staff to Chiang for
Chinese forces, retaining only his responsibility for the Chinese forces operating in the
north Burma zone. In December, Stilwell
was recalled to Washington.
The Japanese, operating from Hong
Kong and other enclaves on the south
China coast, continued their offensive into
the interior. They captured large areas
where air bases for U. S. Air Force units had
been established. In early November their
offensive in this area threatened Kunming,
the terminus for the Burma Road in China.
In early December, U.S. military leaders
recommended that Chiang provide arms to
the Chinese Communist forces holding off
the Japanese in Shen-si province. This
Chiang refused to do. In mid-December,
negotiations between the Communist Chinese and the Nationalist were finally concluded.
On 10 December, the Japanese achieved
their furthest penetration into continental
Asia.
On 18 December, 77 B-29s and 200
other 14th AF planes conducted a heavy raid
(Continued page 11, The World At War )
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on Hankow, a major Jap industrial and
supply base for the Japanese on the China
coast.
As the year ended, fanatical determination and fatalistic resignation were the mood
in the territory of the Allied enemies in Asia.

THE PACIFIC THEATER
In early September, the American fleet
roamed widely over the western Pacific.
Carriers launched attacks on Mindanao and
the Palau Islands. The Marines made final
preparations for landings in the Palau Islands scheduled for 15 September.

The Palau Campaign
The Japs had over 30,000 men concentrated primarily on Babelthuap and Peleliu.
The later had been heavily fortified with over
500 strong points in caves. The islands had
become the major Japanese base in the
western Pacific after their bastion at Truk
had been neutralized in early 1944.
The defending enemy put up light resistance to the early landings on 15 September but in following days the fighting became heavy and bloody. The Marines
pushed their foe back into small enclaves of
well dug in defensive positions where the
fighting became fierce and deadly.
It was announced that the Americans had
“taken” the Palau Islands on 29 September.
But fanatical defense of their strong positions in their very limited perimeters continued until all organized resistance ceased on
21 October.
The Americans had built large air fields to
support big bombers which were bombing
the Philippine Islands.

Elsewhere in the Pacific
Further south and west, the Army landed
on Morotai Island just off the north tip of Halmahara Island on 15 September. Morotai
was only lightly defended by the enemy.
The objective was a limited zone on the
southwestern point of the island. Here the
terrain was the major problem. (See page
15, col. 1, The Southwest Pacific.)
The date of the landing on Leyte was advanced from 29 December to 20 October.
In early October, The Joint Chiefs agreed
that MacArthur’s plan for the next offensive
should be on the island of Luzon. MacArthur
had an unshakable determination that the
Philippines should be freed as soon as possible to vindicate his position as he spoke
the words in 1942, “I shall return.” Admiral
Nimitz had contended for some time that
Formosa should be invaded on the way to
the Japanese homeland.
Continued page 12, The World At War )

Right on target at Ormoc Bay
sight of Ormoc Bay, the Japanese ships were steaming out of the bay to
head back to Manila. They had managed to unload most of the 10,000
men during the night but most of the equipment and supplies could not
be off loaded because of damage caused to the deck handling gear during the attack by the 345th bombers the previous afternoon. Several of
the smaller landing craft had also been rendered unservicable.
Major McLean immediately led the 822nd Black Panthers formation
down to wavetop height and they separated into two-plane flights. Heavy
ack-ack bursts enveloped them as they came into range. Three planes
were immediately shot out of the air. Major McLean took his plane
across the stern of a transport as he bombed and strafed. His plane was
so seriously damaged that he was soon forced to ditch. The crew escaped and reached the shore of a nearby small island. They later had a
ruckus with Japanese from the sinking ships who also reached the island. All the remaining 822nd planes were damaged during their attack.
McLean and his men were picked up and returned to the 38th on a later
day.
Captain Ed Maurer, the 405th C. O., led his planes around the action
in the bay to the hill country north of the convoy as originally planned.
Dropping down to hug the hills, the squadron finally left their protection
and dropped to the wave tops in the channel. In one flight of three
planes and followed by two flights of two planes each, Maurer led them
toward a large transport being guarded by a Destroyer. The three planes
strafed and damaged the Destroyer as they passed on to strafe and
bomb the transport. Their 500 pound bombs scored hits and near misses
causing a huge explosion which broke the transport, later seen to sink
under a towering column of smoke. Maurer raced on under full throttle to
lead his wing men to the rally point for the Green Dragons.
As the first flight was making its attack, the next flight of two Mitchells
followed closely, strafing and bombing the Destroyer to complete its destruction. Strike photos confirmed that it had been sunk. The planes continued on a run that led them to another transport. Having released all
their bombs on the Destroyer, the pilots poured lead from 12 forward
firing .50 caliber machine guns onto the transport deck and into its superstructure. Fires were already burning as the planes flashed past the
ship and swung away toward the squadron rally point.
Lt. Bradley led the third flight toward two more transports which were
being guarded by several Destroyers and other ships of the line. They
came under heavy anti-aircraft fire which damaged both planes
(Continued. page 12, From Pits to Palatial )
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Bradley’s plane had one engine knocked out and the other engine took
fire which knocked out the hydraulic system forcing the pilot to salvo his
bombs. Bradley was still carrying the added speed gained when they
had dropped down from the hills to the sea. He continued his run dropping bombs which hit one of the transports. The ship exploded in such a
manner as to indicate its cargo was largely ammunition. Smoke from the
explosion towered above the scene as the two planes sped away to the
south.
Bradley’s speed began to drop rapidly as only one engine was powering his flight. He had his crew throw everything overboard that was not
needed. Finally his speed stabilized at about 145 miles per hour. He
headed for the southern end of Leyte and later landed at Tacloban.
Capt. Maurer led five other planes to Tacloban for refueling as Bradley
limped to its refuge. All the planes had been damaged by the anti-aircraft
fire of all calibers and even phosphorus shells. One tail gunner had been
wounded and a radio operator had been overcome by dust and fumes
from exploding flares in the rear compartment. The two injured men were
hospitalized at Tacloban. Three of the Green Dragon planes were left
at Tacloban because of damage but all the remaining men boarded the
flyable planes with their crews and flew back to Morotai.
The Wolf Pack (71st Squadron) came swarming off the hills a few
seconds after the Green Dragons in two-plane flights. Two large transports were in their sights. The transports had left Ormoc bay and headed
for Manila, escorted by several Destroyers and Destroyer Escorts. The
weather was much in favor of the attacking planes; there were no squalls
for the hapless convoy to take refuge under.
Seeing the fires started by the 822nd and 405th, the 71st Squadron
crews thirsted for blood of their own. Twenty-six 500-pound bombs
dropped from the bomb bays as they zoomed over their quarry. Debris
sailed high into the air as several bombs found their mark. Secondary
explosions further tore the ships apart. Bombs also rained down on the
escorting Destroyers which could not protect their charges. As the
planes left the scene, some of the ships appeared to be listing and in a
sinking condition.
The Wolf Pack headed for home. The intense anti-aircraft fire had
done some damage but the planes were able to return to base without
any problems. One tail gunner received a small wound.
The Terrible Tigers followed to make the final blow to the convoy
now in disarray on the open sea outside Ormac Bay. The first flight of
the 823rd Squadron took aim on a transport still endeavoring to flee the
scene. Its bombs appeared to cause further damage to the already
wounded ship. The hapless transport was shortly attacked by the third
flight of the Tiger formation. It appeared to take more hits and the concussion of exploding near misses. As the planes departed, a large explosion opened the amid ship decks. One of the planes in this flight was
severely damaged and soon was forced to ditch near the coast of southern Leyte Island.
Meanwhile, the second flight pounced on a Destroyer and Destroyer
Escort One of these was emitting smoke from damage caused by earlier
attackers. The flight scored four direct hits and four near misses. But one
plane was shot down into the water by the intense ack-ack. The flight
leaders raced away to join the first flight.
The fourth flight headed for a transport already damaged by previous
attacks. To the frustration of the flight leader, his bomb bay door refused
to open. The second plane released three bombs, scoring two hits. The
fourth bomb refused to release and was later salvoed. As the planes
raced from the scene, large explosions enveloped this ship. Six of the
Tigers headed for Tacloban to refuel. One damaged plane was left their
and five planes returned to Morotai that afternoon. Verne Torgerson,
Squadron C. O., recalled, “There was so much anti-aircraft and so many
bombs going off. You really don’t think about how bad it is until after
(Continued page 13, From Pits to Palatial )
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Iwo Jima was the object of the heaviest
bombing raids to date on 7 October. Iwo
Jima was needed as a base for escorting
fighters for the B-29 raids on Japan.
The American fleet now had 80 heavy
and light carriers, 17 Battleships, and 1400
other warships to deploy. There were heavy
raids on Okinawa (10 October), southern
Luzon (11 October), and Formosa (12 October) in preparation for the landing on Leyte.
This battle went on for five days. The Japs
lost 500 planes and 40 warships and support ships in the heaviest air battle of the
war to date.

The Leyte Campaign
The Japs struck at the invasion fleet on
18 October but the Americans put 120,000
men ashore from 350 troop and cargo carriers on 20 October. They were covered by
six Battleships 18 escort carriers, and a
large flotilla of other fighting vessels. Following the initial barrage at 0600, two landings were made at 0850: Dulag and Tacloban, 16 miles apart.
After a few hours, General MacArthur
waded ashore with the new Philippine President, Sergio Osmena. MacArthur broadcast
to the Filipinos, “I have returned.” Osmena
had become President of the Commonwealth government in exile after the recent
death of President Quezon, having been
elected Vice President under Quezon just
prior to the war in 1941. MacArthur installed
him as President on 23 October.
The Japanese launched a heavy night
counterattack which was repulsed. But the
two beachheads were still 10 miles apart.
Tacloban airfield had been taken and the
city the following day.
The Japanese leaders knew they could
not minimize the importance of the offensive. Before the landings, they mustered
most of their remaining Navy and headed by
various routes toward Leyte Gulf. The heavy
fighting between the ships took a big toll,
especially of Japanese resources. They had
only a few aircraft available to support their
offensive.
The Japanese strategy was to lure the
heavy units of the American fleet northward
on the eastside of Luzon with the use of a
decoy fleet of battleships and carriers.
There were no planes available to make the
carriers a real threat but the juicy possibilities were effective in drawing the fighting
Americans northward. On 24 October, Admiral Halsey took Task Force 38 with the
heaviest fleet ships to pursue the Japanese
decoy fleet, leaving the Seventh Fleet which
(Continued page 13, The World At War )
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was supporting the Leyte beach heads with
smaller carriers and destroyers and some
older Battleships.
It was then that groups of Japanese ships
drove through the various channels around
Leyte to attack the supporting ships and the
landed troops on Leyte. Several American
ships were seriously damaged (7 escort
carriers, 1 light cruiser, 8 destroyers, 2 landing craft, 1 oil tanker) or sunk (1 light carrier,
2 escort carriers, 2 destroyers, 2 submarines). Although outclassed in size and armament, the landing fleet took on the attackers with vicious vigor.
The Imperial Japanese Navy ships that
were able to withdraw limped away leaving
wrecked and sunken hulks and thousands
of crewmen to their best devices (3 Battleships including the giant Musashi (72,000
tons), 4 Carriers, 6 Heavy Cruisers, 4 Light
Cruisers., 10 Destroyers., plus minor vessels) On this day, Japanese suicide bombers became a regular and persistent force in
the enemy strategy.
Task Force 38 wrecked havoc on the decoy fleet. The Japanese sacrificial Navy
fleet had achieved its purpose but the ruse
had not achieved its primary purpose—
damage to the U. S. fleets sufficient to
cause an American withdrawal.
Some American units fighting on the island were running seriously short of supplies. But they managed to prevail against
their foes, pushing them back and enlarging
their holdings. The Japs were stubborn foes
and often fought to the last man. The northern group at Tacloban had expanded its
operations to the north and northwest. It
took several days for the Americans to reduce the Jap positions along “Bloody
Ridge”.
The Japanese had been able to reinforce
their forces by landing additional troops and
supplies at its base on the west coast of
Leyte. Two thousand men were landed at
Ormoc on 26 October and another 2,000
men and quantities of supplies were landed
there on 1 November.
The Japanese sent another convoy from
the Manila area south on 8 November. This
convoy was spotted on the afternoon of the
9th and a hurried attack by B-25s from Tacloban damaged the cargo handling equipment on the transports. The convoy proceeded to Ormoc that night and landed
10,000 troops but could not unload most of
the supplies and equipment on board.
A quick call was made to the 38th Bomb
Group on Morotai which organized a maximum force for a minimum altitude attack
(Continued page 14, The World At War )
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wards. Afterwards you get to wondering how in the hell you ever got
through it. I got through the thing with no holes.”
There was great excitement at Morotai as the planes began returning. The crews could hardly find words to describe what it was like as
they recalled what they had seen as they approached their targets and
as they looked back to see what devastation had been left on the convoy.
Photos taken over their targets by the cameras in the planes could
only tell part of the story. A later evaluation of the price extracted from
the enemy resulted in an award of a Presidential Unit Citation to the
38th Bomb Group for its effort. General Kenny’s description of the 38th’s
attack reads, in part,
“After the ground echelon of the group, working with tireless efficiency, had readied the aircraft for this strike, 30 B-25’s took off for
Ormoc bay, Leyte, where the convoy had assembled. Reaching
the target late in the morning of November 10, 1944, the crews of
the 38th Bombardment Group (M) discovered one of the largest and
most strongly defended convoys ever to be attacked by a single
group in the Southwest Pacific Area. It consisted of 21 to 30 vessels, including 13 to 17 warships. Splitting into 2-plane elements
and flying in the face of murderous anti-aircraft fire from the freighters, as well as the destroyers, the B-25’s attacked at mast-head
level. Dropping 91 500-pound demolition bombs and expending
41,000 rounds of .50 caliber machine gun ammunition, the planes
of the 38th Bombardment Group (M) sank 3 Destroyers, 1 Destroyer escort, and at least 5 freighter-transports, totaling 48,000 to
50,000 tons of shipping, and seriously damaged 3 transports and 1
Destroyer, aggregating 22,000 to 25,000 tons. Fierce anti-aircraft
fire knocked down 5 of the B-25’s and forced 2 to crash-land on the
sea. The aggressiveness and gallantry of the crews of the 38th
Bombardment Group (M) in pressing home their attack through the
concentrated fire of the entire enemy armada not only crushed the
Japanese attempt to send in more troops against our ground
forces, but also inflicted a severe loss on enemy shipping. The
exceptional devotion to duty demonstrated by all personnel of the
38th Bombardment Group (M) upholds the highest traditions of the
Armed Forces of the United States.”

NOVEMBER’S MANY MISSION, MORE LOSES
November was a busy month for the Sun Setters. The Japanese had
resorted to sending night missions to attack the bastion on Morotai.
Some of these involved single planes and others were carried out by
larger formations of bombers at high altitude. The single plane attacks
were often at low altitude. The enemy fighter plane would sometimes
appear in the traffic pattern at Morotai following a plane coming in after
dark from a mission. On the final approach the enemy plane would dive
toward the runway and strafe the plane that had just landed. These
planes were sometimes undetected by the American Radar and resulted
in real surprise attacks.
To mitigate the situation, the Allies on Morotai regularly began attacking the nearer Japanese dromes during the day to keep them unservicable. If done too early in the day, the Japs were often able to temporarily
repair enough ground damage to make it possible for some of their
planes to come in from distant bases after dark, refuel, and then attack
Morotai and return to their distant home base.
It was frustrating to observers on the ground that our anti-aircraft fire
could not shoot the high flying Jap bombers down. When there was a
success, the men standing around the foxholes on the ground would
cheer as the flaming pieces of a plane fell earthward.
To counter these night attacks, the Allies scheduled night heckle missions, usually the B-25 organizations at Morotai. A single plane was
(Continued page 14, From Pits to Palatial )
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sent out at dark on a four-hour patrol of three or four closely spaced
Japanese airfields. Single bombs were dropped on each base every
hour as the plane flew over the various airfields. At the end of its tour,
the plane was relieved by another plane so that the enemy was kept
awake all night. The schedule was often duplicated at a second or third
set of airfields. It was anticipated that the Japs would not turn on runway
lights and launch planes as long as there were American planes flying in
the area. It was demonstrated that this was effective because if one of
our night heckle patrols had to return short of his four-hour schedule,
Morotai would soon experience an attack.
American planes returning from night missions sometimes had to wait
for permission to land until there was a lull in the enemy attack. At other
times, our planes were sometimes shadowed by American night fighters
until their identity could be confirmed and then given clearance to land.
The Sun Setters were also busy with regular daytime missions to
bomb enemy facilities or ships. Missions were scheduled to near maximum range throughout the southern Philippines, the Celebes, and Halmahara Islands.
Thanksgiving dinner with all the trimmings was delayed until evening
to give time for those on a mission to return and join the festivities.
The busy schedule of combat missions took its toll. Ten combat crewmen were killed and 32 were missing in action for the month of November. There were 14 planes lost to combat action. Nine more were wiped
out by the night bombing raids by the enemy. An increasing flow of new
planes and new crews enabled the squadrons to maintain a nearly full
compliment of planes and crews available for action.
December rolled in with no letup in the mission schedule. Lolabata, a
Japanese headquarters location on nearby Halmahara Island, and
nearby Hatetebako air dromes were the object of bombing and strafing
on 1 December. General damage and destruction to facilities and equipment was reported.
A long distance mission was launched on 2 December to Kendari, a
large enemy base in the southern part of Celebes Island. There was a
large concentration of barracks, warehouses, and supply dumps located
at this enemy drome. Lt. Van Fleet led the group on the three and a half
hour trip to Kendari. After a difficult turn to reach a desirable line of approach over the target, the planes stormed across the large base and
through the building complex near the drome dropping hundreds of 23pound parafrag bombs to wreck the most damage to the flimsy buildings
and the dumps as well as to personnel.
In his concentration on getting those strafing shots onto the targets,
Lt. Bradley, leader of the 405th 2nd flight, decapitated a sizable tree and
returned to Morotai with a deep notch in his left wing between the fuselage and left nacelle and a similar notch in the horizontal stabilizer. But
devastating damage to parked planes, engineering equipment, trucks
and staff cars as well as the buildings was left in the wake of a torrent of
machine gun fire and those small frag bombs.
On the next day, a special order was given to get as many planes off
of Morotai as possible during the following three days. Intelligence had
received information that the Japs were planning a coordinated offensive
that would stage large air raids, a parachute drop of 200 men, and an
attack by their forces on Morotai on the perimeter of Allied territory.
Crews were assigned to every available plane on the island who were
to bomb Japanese airfields in the Halmaharas on their way to Sansapor.
They were to overnight at Sansapor and bomb the air fields in the Halmaharas the next morning on their way back to Morotai. After lunch, they
were to take to the air again performing the same assignments as they
flew to Sansapor for another night. The 822nd lost one plane on this lap
of the shuttle bombing of facilities on Halmahara Island. All the Group
planes returned to Morotai the following day. The Jap attack did not materialize but the men who remained on Morotai through all this were a bit
nervous.
(Continued page 15, From Pits to Palatial )
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mission for the morning of the 10th. The
withdrawing convoy was mauled by the attackers. Several ships were sunk and the
rest, many seriously damaged, limped back
to Manila. The troops landed during the
night at Ormoc had little of their equipment
or supplies with which to reinforce the defending units on the island. (See page 10,
col. 1, Battle of Ormoc Bay.)
The Army continued to attack the Japanese positions on the island, gradually advancing and isolating small areas of fanatical resistance. In early December, American
Infantry landed at the head of Ormoc Bay.
The Americans had been slowly advancing
on Ormoc City from the north for several
weeks. Now, the Japanese forces were
caught in a pincer between the two American forces. The city was taken on 10 December by the recently landed 77th Division
but the Japs still held off the Americans advancing from the north.
On 21 December, The Americans were
joined together in the Ormoc Valley. Some
large pockets of Japanese still existed to the
northwest.
By the end of the year, the Japs still held
positions on the northwestern coast of Leyte
but their efforts were of little importance as
the Americans continued their landings on
other islands.

More Landings, More Navy Attacks
On 14 December, American forces
landed on Mindoro Island. Assisted by Filipino guerrillas, a beach head was firmly established. Japanese defenders were reinforced from the air as Kamikazi aircraft attacked the American supply convoys, creating significant damage. But the Americans
quickly expanded their perimeter several
miles and begin construction of an air base.
The Japanese suicide bombers continued
to make damaging attacks on convoys
bringing supplies and reinforcements to Mindoro. Some units of the Japanese navy
avoided detection and bombarded the airbase under construction during the night of
26 December. Japanese aircraft began
night bombings which continued to the end
of the year.
As the year ended, preparations and attacks were being carried out preceding the
landing of American forces on Luzon early
in the new year. The Japanese were still
able to launch significant air raids on American positions and the suicide bombers took
their toll. In the remaining months of the
war, U. S. Navy ships suffered considerable
(Continued page 15, The World At War )
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damage and counted several sinkings.
Some ships were struck on repeated occasions but survived to continue to fight.
But the Imperial Japanese Navy suffered
even greater losses. Losses of fleet aircraft
made the few carriers left without the means
to threaten Allied operations.
On 24 November, B-29s started bombing
Tokyo from the Marianas bases .
The Navy attacked Japanese navy bases
in the Kurile Islands, the northern most of
the Japanese homeland, on 21 November.
They were the front line of Japanese defense against any American action from
Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.
On 4 December, the U. S. Seventh Air
Force (Central Pacific) started a series of
night bombing attacks on Luzon.
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On 13 December, an 823rd crew bringing a new plane up from Biak was
lost shortly before they were scheduled to land .
The mission schedule took the Sun Setters to targets on Negros,
Cebu, and Mindanao Islands in the southern Philippines repeatedly. The
air strip at Zamboanga (San Roque) and the harbor facilities were hit
several times. Targets in the northern end of Celebes Island and Halmahara Island heard the drone of B-25 engines and the accompanying
bomb explosions. Machine gun chatter of the strafers became a regular
part of life for enemy personnel.

THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC
As September rolled in, Biak and Owi (a
small island a short distance off the southern coast of Biak) Islands were crowded
with Air Force units carrying out offensive
action to the west of Biak. The recently secured positions to the west at Noemfoor
and Sansapor (near the western end of New
Guinea) were developed. This enabled missions to the southern Celebese and Borneo.
Japanese bases established to the south on
Ceram Island and Ambon.and on the south
coast of the New Guinea Bird’s Head
(Voglkop Peninsula) were also in range.
. Manokwori had been bypassed. This ensured the isolation of the enemy’s positions
in the south minimizing enemy action
against the Allied push to the southern Philippines. Jap planes from these bases and
from Halmahara did conduct frequent raids
on Biak during September and October.
In the near north of the new Allied bases
were the Halmahara Islands which had nine
Jap air bases. During the early weeks of
September, these bases and Jap bases in
the northern Celebes were under heavy attack. But Allied action in the area around
Morotai was almost non-existent in order to
keep the Japs from knowing that was the
next Allied objective.
On the 15th, Army units surged ashore on
the southwestern coasts of Morotai. Because there had been no real pre-invasion
bombing or even significant scouting of the
conditions of the beaches and terrain, there
was little known about the shore and terrain
features. It was known that the Japanese
had only a small force on the island .
The planned landing zones were found to
be muddy and the reefs were treacherous.
(Continued page 16, The World At War )

Attack on Zamboanga Harbor
Night heckle missions to all these islands were routinely schedule in
order to reduce the night bombings of Morotai which continued in spite
of Bomber Command’s efforts. On one Sunday afternoon, returning
fighter planes reported several Japanese bombers on one of the Halmahara fields that had been frequently pummeled. Bomb craters had been
filled and a Japanese night mission to bomb Morotai was in the works. A
38th BG mission was hurriedly scheduled for strafing the Japanese
strips. No time was being taken to load bombs.
As the hastily assemble crews of the Green Dragons were being
transported to their planes, two truck drivers began racing to get their
men to their planes first. On a broad taxi way they met and were passing a truck from another group and began turning onto the taxi way
where their planes were parked in revetments. The unknown driver, on
the inside of the attempted turn was unaware of the direction being
taken by the 405th drivers.
As the outside truck crossed ahead of the path of the two inside
trucks, it was hit broadside. The truck rolled over. Fortunately the canvas top kept the men from being thrown in every direction. When the
truck came to rest, most of the men were able to quickly scramble to the
taxi way surface. Three men in the very back of the truck body were
trapped and injured, one seriously. He was later returned to the States
because his vision had been damaged and he was unfit for further combat activity. The 405th never got airborne that day.
On Christmas day, 38th BG Headquarters designated the 405th for a
shipping sweep in Davao Gulf.. The planes’ crews were successful in
locating, bombing, and strafing several targets. They had also brought
along bundles of Christmas greeting cards which were scattered over
several villages on Mindanoa. Tragically, one plane was hit by one bullet
from a small arms weapon on the ground. That single round pierced the
neck of the navigator, Lt. Payton Smith. The pilot immediately broke
(Continued page 16, From Pits to Palatial )
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away from the formation and raced for Morotai. Smith died of the wound
before the plane could reach the island and medical help. Word spread
through the squadron quickly and dampened the celebration of the special day.
On 27 December, an 822nd plane was forced to ditch near San
Roque at Zamboang. The pilot had skillfully guided his plane across the
target after being hit by ack-ack during his approach. The crew managed
to escape their sinking plane and boarded two life rafts. One man was
seriously injured but all survived and were picked up by a 2nd ERS
Catalina the following day.
The 823rd launched a mission on 30 December to search for shipping
along the shores of Davao Gulf. One plane failed to return from this mission.
Weather frequently altered the mission plans. Such was the case of a
mission to bomb the airfield at Tarakan Island off the east coast of Borneo. The Japanese base at Tarakan was tasked to defend the lucrative
oil field on the island. This oil was the finest crude in the world; it is said
that ships could pump the oil directly into their bunkers and fuel their
boilers without refining. This target was even further from Morotai than
the long distance to Kendari. A three-plane attack on an oil storage field
on a small island neighbor of Tarakan had taken place early in the
month.
A larger mission was first planed for shortly after Christmas but
weather caused rescheduling. The weather finally looked favorable a
couple of days later.
Two squadrons of the 38th eventually took off on the morning of 30
December for Tarakan. The 12 planes in the Group with the greatest
range had been assembled from all four squadrons and manned by the
crews of the 71st and 405th. Weather was excellent and the twelve
planes swept in for their attack. Buildings and equipment in the airdrome
area were strafed and bombed. The flight path of some planes took them
over an area of oil wells which were also bombed.
As the first flight of Green Dragons followed the 71st in approaching
the air strip, two large explosions (possibly mines hung in the tree tops)
were seen just under the number 2 405th plane. The plane was not seen
again and a large fire was seen burning at that spot by the second flight.
Lt. Drumm’s crew were listed as Missing In Action (MIA). The Navigator,
Lt. Mims, had just joined the squadron on Christmas day.
The number 3 plane of this flight, piloted by Lt. Gunn, ran through a
bomb blast as it approach the air strip, coating the windshield with mud
partially blocking the pilot’s vision. Gunn and the four remaining planes
of the 405th cleared the target and turned to leave the area. Lt. Bill
Smith, pilot of the number 2 plane of the second 405th flight, encountered engine problems as they were leaving Tarakan Island. A run away
prop caused Smith to ditch in the channel north of Tarakan. All five men
managed to escape the plane. The other planes circled over head for a
few minutes and left for Morotai. Gunn and the number 3 plane of the
second flight were ordered to cover the crew in the water until the Catalina rescue plane could arrive to pick the men out of the water.
The covering B-25s threw emergency gear to the men in the water, as
they circled the men in the water. They eventually received a report that
the Catalina had been diverted to another rescue and would not be able
to reach Tarakan that day. After one man in the water had drifted away
from the others who were trying to recover life rafts thrown to )them, he
drifted in the incoming tide to the shore of nearby Tibi Island, a small low
lying marshy island.
After circling for an hour, Lt. Gunn determined that his fuel transfer
system was not functioning and that he did not have fuel enough to
reach any safe airfield. The other circling plane, its top turret damaged
seriously, departed the area while he still had fuel to reach a guerrilla
held field on Mindanao. When his fuel was nearly exhausted, Gunn
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Fortunately, the invaders encountered no
opposition and made some headway. On
the second day, a better beach was found
on the east side of the Gila peninsula and
the landing proceeded at a better pace. The
31st Infantry forces made quick progress in
establishing a perimeter. There was little
opposition as the Army expanded the beach
head on the southwest corner of the island.
On the second day of the landings, the
Japs launched a series of small air raids
from their bases on Halmahara and the
north Celebes. The first raids were during
daylight. When American fighters became
more numerous on Morotai, the Japs shifted
to night nuisance bombing which was kept
up into January 1945. The bombings did
succeed in destroying several planes and in
several deaths and injuries on the ground.
On the 17th, the Army was moping up
within their extended perimeter and the engineers began construction of a major airbase. Before the end of the month, several
fighter and bomb groups began arriving.
Operations against the southern Philippines,
the northern Celebes, and north Borneo
could be launched.
From the southwest around to the north
bombing missions were flown to enemy installations. As fighter strength increased,
daytime operations by the Japs decreased.
But night raids by one plane or larger formations were common.
Allied forces celebrated the third anniversary of the Bombing of Pearl Harbor and the
fourth war-time Christmas. But the front line
was now hundreds of miles from where it
had been in 1942 and 1943 and closer to
the heart of the enemy’s homeland
.

PROJECT LEGACY
38TH BG

Project Legacy 38th BG is a new effort to
help perpetuate the history of the 38th BG’s
contribution to winning WW II.
The plan is to video tape stories, as told
by our Association members and then transfer them to DVDs. Anyone, who is willing to
relate a story, please contact Tom Behrens
or Jack DeTour, so arrangements can be
made for the recordings to be made at a
convenient time. Bring your stories to the
reunion.
Also, if anyone has a video tape or CD/
DVD WW II story related to the 38th BG,
please send a copy to Tom Behrens at
11206 Mist Moor Ct., Riverview, FL. 33569.
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ditched his plane near the man who had drifted ashore .
The crew still in the channel also landed on Tibi Island
and the two crews were able to unite. This began a 48
hour cat-and-mouse game as they sought to evade the
Japanese search party that soon arrived at the scene.
Back on Morotai, the men of the 405th were stunned by
the news that only two of their six crews had returned from
Tarakan. One crew was thought to have been shot down
over the target (later confirmed), one crew was known to
be down in the water, and the location of two crews was
uncertain. The following day, the crew that had landed on
Mindanao was brought home and confirmed that a second
crew was also down in the water. There was no exuberant
celebration of New Years Eve in the 405th camp.

On 1 January, 1945, an air-sea rescue Catalina of the
2nd ERS reached the 12 men on Tibi Island and rescued
them, returning them to Morotai.
The Squadron was overjoyed when the rescued men of
the two crews returned to Morotai on the Catalina. (For a
fuller story of their 48 hour wait on Tibi Island, see the
January and May 2005 issues of The Sun Setter.)
Several of the missions flown in November and December had been flown at medium altitude. It is believed that
this was because most of the mission scheduling out of
Morotai was being done by the 13th Air Force which was a
medium altitude organization. This did not make things
happy for the 38th Bomb Group.
Everyone was anxious to see what 1945 would bring.

America’s First
Guided Missile
Even before the Wright brothers flew their first flight,
men like Octavious Chanute, Glenn Martin, and Glen Curtis were dreaming of and sketching unmanned aerial vehicles that could be used offensively or defensively by the
military. The rapid growth of powered flight leading up to
WW I gave rise to further speculations about unmanned
flight.
Perhaps the first real technological breakthrough was
the patenting of the Sperry gyroscope in 1916 which provided the stability that would make instrument flying a reality.
After WW I, research funds were scarce but dreamers
were not. In the early 1930s, the Navy recognized that it
needed a better aerial gunnery target than towed sleeves.
After observing tests by the British of a radio controlled
plane in 1936, Lt. Commander D. S. Fahrney was named
to lead the effort to develop remotely controlled guidance
systems. Over the next decade, his efforts lead to great
achievements.
Overcoming some of the technological obstacles in developing a radio control system, a modified training plane
was fitted with a tricycle landing gear. It was successfully
flown without a human pilot on board by the end of 1937.
In August 1938, it was fired upon by the anti-aircraft gun
crews of the USS Ranger. Flying at 10,000 feet, it maneuvered and turned and escaped any damage from the efforts of the gunnery crews. In later months, two such
planes flew under fire over 17 warships at the Cuban naval base and only one was downed. This first venture exposed the great need for better gunnery control systems
and more highly trained crews.
Hollywood actor, Reginald Denny, had developed a radio controlled 15-foot wingspan model plane which the
Navy and Army eventually adopted as a gunnery target.
Several thousand were used during the WW II years.
The major drawback was that the control plane had to
be within clear visual contact with the drone. The development of television and a radio altimeter were the technological breakthroughs that enabled further progress in remotely controlled unmanned aircraft.
(Continued in next column)

Further development and testing led to a feasible design for a guided ground-to-ground missile. A modified
Navy fighter plane guided by a pilot in a control plane several miles away, hitting a towed target sled was demonstrated off Rhode Island in 1942.
There was no such project listed in the master war
plans adopted in 1941. Because of the pride of the men in
the Naval Air service and because of the limited resources
in strategic materials (not to mention the turf politics in the
command structure), launching such a new special project was difficult. Nevertheless, the Navy formed the Special Task Air Group One (STAG-1), a TOP SECRET group
project, and ordered two XTDR-1 aircraft and 100 TDR-1
production aircraft from Interstate Aircraft Company.
Interstate had been building a light training/personal
plane. The proposed plane used few critical materials, being largely produced of wood over a simple metal tubing
frame built by Schwyn Bicycles. The engines were small
and thus induced little impact on critical war materials.
To assist in the “large” production order, Interstate
enlisted the aid of the Wurlitzer Organ Company which
had mastered the skill of shaping wood objects.
The plane had minimal instrumentation and was powered by two Lycoming O-435-2 engines. For training purposes, a standby pilot was in the cockpit in case of failure
of the control equipment. and he could land the plane. In
actual combat configuration, the cockpit was covered over
and the tricycle landing gear was jettisoned after takeoff. It
could carry either a torpedo or a 2,000-pound bomb. It had
a television camera in the nose to give the control pilot a
view of the area in front of the plane.
(Continued page 18, Guided Missile )
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In March 1943, the Navy planned on procuring 2,000 but
only 189 were built before the program was terminated.
The Army took one of the TDRs for test purposes. Prototypes of two advanced configurations were obtained but
no production orders were placed.
The TDR was controlled from a Grumman TBM which
had a crew of four, two of whom were pilots. The control
plane pilot, CPP, had control of the TDR until they were
within television sight of the target. The drone control pilot,
DCP, took over control of the TDR when the target was
visible in a small, 6” television set in his cockpit. He could
control the TDR using a small control stick for controlling
the plane attitude and a device similar to a dial telephone
to control engine functions and altitude by using the radio
altimeter. The TDR pilot had to take over direct control on
the target run and crashed the TDR on the target. The
CPP could fly his Grumman control plane as much as 20
miles from the drone.
After several months of training, two of the eight trained
squadrons were moved to the Pacific in June of 1944 for
further training. After additional training in the Hawaiian
Islands in June, they were moved to the Solomon Islands.
This move was made after the Navy high command had
decided that the weapon system was no longer needed
and had decided to cancel the program. Because of the
high esprit de corps of the organization, its leaders persuaded the high command to permit them to use the TDRs
they had brought to the Pacific on real military targets.
During September and October, the group launched 46
TDRs, 29 of which reached the target areas in New Ireland, the Shortland Islands, and the Rabaul area. Of the
29, 18 scored direct hits.
Much to the disappointment of most of the men in this
special group, the project was closed down and the men
were transferred to other duties. But STAG-1 had demonstrated the first successful guided missile used by the U.
S. in time of war. The work of these dedicated men was
clothed in secrecy for several years after the war.
When the war started, Germany led the world in rocketry and guided missiles. At the end of 1944, Germany still
held an undisputed lead in rocketry. But the U. S. had the
lead in guided missiles, having demonstrated its preeminence in real action against an enemy. But STAG-1 was
decommissioned and its reliable guided missile and its
enthusiastic, competent, and experienced personnel were
reassigned to other duties. Their guided missiles were destroyed. The U. S. fell to the bottom of guided missile development over the next several years.
A few of the TDRs made their way into the war surplus
market to be bought and flown by civilian pilots for many
years. They are found to be an excellent plane, loved by
those who were able to buy one.
Editor’s footnote: During June of 1944, STAG I was
practicing from a small Navy field on Molokai in the Hawiian Islands. On my way from San Francisco to Hawaii in a
new B-25J, I had to land at this field because of weather.
The local Navy ground crew took my crew to an enclosed
area at the bottom of the field and showed them the
“secret weapon” being used in practice from that facility. It
wasn’t until long after the war that I finally discovered what
this was all about.

We’ll be looking for you at
Reunion 2007

HULA TO HONOLULU
September 18 - 20

PROJECT LEGACY 38TH BG
Project Legacy 38th BG is a new effort to help perpetuate the history of the 38th BG’s contribution to winning WW II.
The plan is to video tape stories, as told by our Association members, and then transfer them to DVDs. Anyone, who is willing to relate a story, please contact Tom
Behrens on Jack DeTour, so arrangements can be
made for the recordings to be made at a convenient
time.
Bring your stories to the reunion.
Also, if anyone has a video tape or CD/DVD WW II
story related to the 38th BG, please send a copy the Tom
Behrens at 11206 Mist Moor Ct., Riverview, FL. 33569.

Damage by Jap bombing at Morotai
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THE SECT./TREAS. REPORTS

DID YOU KNOW THEM?

Incorrect Address Problems and Costs

If you knew any of these men who were in our group, their
loved ones would be most appreciative if you would contact
them. We have included an e-mail address for your use.
Theodore Anagnos, Sgt. 823rd, MIA, niece, Chris, and
grand nephew, James, seeking info:
jamespra@houston.rr.com
Paul Blankenship, pilot, crash landed Fiji 1942, grand
son, Joel: jlay@mercedesofknoxville.com
___ Dolson, flt. eng./gunr, 405th (1945), son David:
david.h.dolson@boeing.com
Ted Grimes, 71st communication, Uniontown, Ohio,
grandson, Richie, still seeking info:
rtgrimes@mail.com

We had several MAY news letters returned for moving
without notifying the S/T of the new address and several
were returned for being temporarily away.
The post office charged $1.14 for each one returned
and it costs $1.14 to re-mail the news letter to your current address.
Those individuals wanting the May 2007 news letter
please send $2.28 to cover the return and forwarding
postage.
Russell Willson, one of the old original 405th squadron
members, located us and I sent him an application blank.
Those of you who may remember him, can contact him at

Reunion Packing Your
Bags Tips
When you pack your bags for your Reunion trip
to Honolulu, be sure you have checked with your airline regarding the latest restrictions for your carryon
and your checked baggage. There are differences.
Observe these rules carefully. The regulations may be
enforced in different ways at different Security Check
points so be aware that some items on the borderline
could cause a problem.
You will be allowed one carryon bag plus a camera or
purse.
For you gals, put your cosmetics in a clear plastic
bag you can put in the tray for passing through the machine. Liquids and gels are restricted in size. Carry your
medications with you in your carryon bag, My very small
Swiss Army Knife went through two check points on a
recent trip but when I returned, they confiscated it and
threw it in the trash can.
Clothes: you will experience temperatures in the low
80s practically around the clock. Rain showers will
come up most any time.
Aloha Informal for our dinners means “no coat or
tie”.
Most men will be wearing open collar aloha shirts and
long pants but some will be wearing shorts. It’s a relaxed informal garb.
Laptop Computers must be removed from the case
and placed in a tray for scanning.
You will be asked to take your shoes off and to place
them in a tray. Just a simple belt buckle will trip the
alarm in some cases.
Handicapped individuals will have some additional
problems but the Transportation Security Administration
personnel seemed to be very courteous and helpful.
Some individuals will be taken from the line and given
additional checks.

Albert Gunkler, navigator, 823rd, info needed for tribute, Donald: donaldalpha200@yahoo.com
Vincent Haws, T/Sgt., 71st, radio man, brother, Art/Alice
Haws: adoubleaa@comcast.net
Delmer Land, 822nd, “munitions handler”, son Steve;
steve.sande.land@verizon.net
Clarence Miller, F/O, KIA Rabaul, nephew, Randy:
randyalbright@yahoo.com.
Howard Stoddard, Lt., 822nd, nephew, Neil, seeking
info: getneil@verizon.net
Jacob L. Wanamaker, S/Sgt. , 823rd, KIA 1/8/44,
nephew, Donald; kf4yka@comcast.net

Saga of the Sun Setters
The Latest from Larry Hickey
as relayed by Jack DeTour

Here is the latest on our 38th BG book as of 14 Aug..
Larry Hickey said, "Except for some editing that is still
going on, the 38th Book text is essentially finished, and
layout of the early chapters is underway. However the
last part of the project (layout) before printing will continue for quite a few weeks, as the book goes through
final preparation for publication. It will be about 600-650
pages in length, and include approximately 1000 photo,
plus many maps, aircraft cut-away drawings, color profiles and artwork by well-known aviation artist Jack Fellows.”
Larry assured us that our book is now number one on
his priority list.

Blind Pilots Club
As we go to press, there are a group of pictures,
several 38th Bomb Group, being auctioned on
EBAY. Among them is one of a sign posted in front
of an 822nd Squadron tent for the Blind Pilots Club.
Please contact the editor and tell me about this.
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More pictures of
The Battle of
Ormoc Bay
These are taken
from the disks made
by Al Kennedy.

